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Multimode Detection

Introduction 
High throughput screening (HTS) in 
iPSC (induced pluripotent stem 
cells)-derived neuronal cell types 

with the intent of identifying novel therapeutic compounds for 
neurodegenerative diseases has the potential to transform the way drug 
discovery is performed. For this, it is critical that comprehensive quality 
parameters for robust, reproducible and relevant assays are defined. 
While these characteristics are equally important to all screening 
campaigns, the use of iPSC-derived cells holds unique challenges, as they 
require comprehensive validation of long-lasting differentiation protocols. 

Long-term cultivation (up to several weeks on the same 384-well plate)  
of iPSC-derived neuronal cell types is often needed to attain relevant 
maturation, especially as the diseases targeted in this “disease in a  
dish” approach are often occurring in aged rather than young patients. 
However, with increasing cultivation times, the risk of cell contamination 
and clustering also increases. Long-term cultivation can furthermore 
introduce a larger variability of cell numbers per well. All such parameters 
have significant impact on assay performance and are important to detect 
early as they can quickly become cost-prohibitive for HTS campaigns.

Culture and Quality Control of  
Human iPSC-Derived Cells Using an 
Automated High Throughput Approach

EnSight plate reader in a robotic plate handling 
environment for automated measurements.
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With the XLII cell::explorer, an explorer G3 workstation, Evotec 
and PerkinElmer jointly developed an automation platform for 
generating iPSC-derived cultures at industrial scale. The platform is 
contained in a sterile housing with laminar airflow and supports 
fully-automated cultures of iPSC-derived cells in a 384-well format, 
covering cell seeding, media changes and compound treatment. 
Plate handling and tracking are managed by a dedicated custom-
designed database with real-time quality control testing via the 
EnSight® multimode plate reader. Images acquired by the EnSight 
multimode plate reader and online-analysis results are stored in a 
database and remain available for subsequent verifications. 
Routine monitoring of iPSC-derived cells on the EnSight reader for 
contamination, cell density or clustering and smart software 
decisions according to pass/fail criteria add an essential quality 
control component to the large-scale production of iPSC-derived 
cell types for HTS campaigns. Any plate that fails QC criteria is 
automatically placed into quarantine incubators.

For HTS, the XLII cell::explorer system enables standardized long-
term incubation and sterile addition of compounds, leveraging the 
reliability and reproducibility of industrial scale robotics with the 
unique opportunity to study disease-relevant phenotypes in iPSC-
derived cellular models. 

Data, shown here, are derived from a pilot study analyzing 
approximately 500 x 384-well plates. 

Material and Methods

The Workstation
The primary tasks performed in the XLII cell::explorer workstation  
are the exchange of sample media, the addition of compounds 
to the cells, and the monitoring and quality control of cells 
cultured over several weeks. 

Three HEPA filters and laminar airflow ensure that these tasks are 
performed in a sterile, encapsulated environment. As depicted  

in Figure 1, two robotic arms (6) configured with 360° rotation 
transfer the sample carriers between the different processing 
units. Four incubators of different sizes (4, 5) allow for flexible 
long-term storage and culture of the cells in different controlled 
conditions, including a quarantine station for samples suspected 
of contamination. A compound hotel (1) is used to introduce 
pre-spotted compound plates. The Janus liquid handling station 
(11) adds compounds to the samples, a Biotek washer (2) and a 
MultiDrop (3) exchange media in the sample plates. The 
EnSight® multimode reader (10) analyzes the quality of the cell 
layer per well.

Further components like a Milli-Q sterile water unit (12), two 
barcode readers (14), a turntable (7) and two lid handling units 
(9) allow washing of pipetting tips, proper plate handling and 
identification of each plate. Supply of materials and waste 
disposal is ensured via additional buffer storages (8) and waste 
reservoirs (13). 

Processes

Embedding iPSC-derived Neuronal Cell Types into the 
Screening Environment
iPSC-derived cell types are generated at an industrial scale format 
according to SOP protocols in a cell culture lab offline from the 
described platform. The iPSC-derived cells are then seeded into 
384-well plates. For maturation, cells are kept on the 
XLII cell::explorer system for several weeks, with washing steps,  
media changes, QC checks, or compound addition being 
performed under sterile conditions. 

To guarantee unique identification of the samples, every plate is 
barcode tracked (both cell plates as well as compound plates). 
Processes are scheduled via a custom data base working with a list 
handling system. List handling enables scheduling several projects 
simultaneously even if the protocols needed for each project are 

Figure 1. Layout of XLII cell::explorer.

 1.  Compound and Tip-hotel Liconics LPX 220 
35 x Tipracks / 110 cpd-plates

 2. Biotek 406 washer and dispenser PSUB1 

 3.  MultiDrop 384 

 4. 3x C2 Cytomat Thermo benchtop incubators (126 plates) 

 5. C5 Cytomat Thermo benchtop incubator (105 plates)

 6. plate::handler™ II Flex robot 750 mm z axis with gripper

 7. Turntable for plate exchange and buffer storages 

 8. Additional buffer storages 

 9. 2 x 2 position lid handling unit  

 10. PerkinElmer (PKI) EnSight reader 

 11. PKI JANUS Mini liquid handler with MDT arm and accessories 

 12. Milli-Q sterile water unit for tip washing on Janus

 13. Janus waste (weight controlled)

 14. BC-Reader
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different. This approach also allows removal of single plates from 
the system when plates need incubation for different times or  
due to a smart decision caused by contamination or clustering. 

Automated image analysis results and other measurements from 
the EnSight® multimode plate reader are exported to statistics 
tools such as TIBCO Spotfire®, which allows the most versatile 
and detailed visualization analysis. Automated interpretations of 
the results are used for smart decisions in further handling of 
individual plates. 

Sample Handling and Data Processes Embedding the  
XLII cell::explorer Workstation 
Depicted in Figure 2 are the connections between the 
XLII cell::explorer and interrelated processes. Cells are transferred 
onto the platform from the iPS cell culture lab (1) and related 
data is fed into the “Database 42 (XLII)” (2). Information from 
the XLII cell::explorer (3) is also fed into the database (2) and 
used to update processing of the plates in the workstation. 
Compound logistics (4) provides compounds for HTS. Cells can 
be transferred to an alternate HTS platform if required (5). Data 
is analyzed in statistic tools and visualized in TIBCO Spotfire®  
(6 and 7). Barcode tracking is used for all of these processes. 

Results of the Quality Control

General Read Outs
The stain-free data measured by the EnSight® multimode plate 
reader is crucial to monitoring and quality control of the cell 

culture. Specifically, two wavelength-measurements provide 
absorbance values that can indicate contamination (one qualifies a 
color shift in phenol-red-containing cell media and the other 
provides turbidity). In addition, a bright-field microscopy and imaging 
allow for detailed inspection of the properties of the cell layer. The 
images are analyzed during the measurement using the assay 
specific analysis method “CellLayerQC”.

For quality control measurements, up to 11 parameters can be 
monitored in parallel with every reading. These include parameters 
associated with turbidity and pH change of media (ABS1 and ABS2), 
confluency (area covered, number of objects) as well as composition 
of the cell layer (roughness parameters). In addition, the Kaleido 
Software tool can be used to enable five more parameters useful in 
detecting suspicious objects including clustering (clustering, texture, 
area, confluency) and potential damage of the cell layer (max cell-
free cycle diameter). The readouts for contamination and clustering 
(as explained below) also trigger a “smart decision”. The cell plates 
are classified as “passed”, “failed” or “to be checked by the 
experimenter”. Each decision results in delivering the plates to a 
distinct incubator, excluding suboptimal plates from screening and 
avoiding spread of contamination. 

For a more detailed quality control inspection, raw data is exported 
to TIBCO Spotfire® (Figure 4). Alternatively, EnSight® data can be 
exported to Columbus™, an image storage and analysis system for 
organizing and analyzing high content screening data, for 
downstream processing. 
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Figure 2. Process overview.
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Figure 3. Overview on readout options of the EnSight® multimode plate reader.

Figure 4. Overview of different read outs generated by TIBCO Spotfire®.
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Contamination

Contamination is a potential risk for long-term cultures that need 
to be cultivated in the same 384-well plate for several weeks. Due 
to an increase in metabolic activity, media containing phenol-red 
will shift its color from red to yellow if bacteria contaminate the 
sample. This is depicted in the absorbance (ABS) values detected 
by the EnSight multimode reader. However, many HTS-screens 
require use of phenol-red-free media that are translucent. In this 
case, color does not serve as an indicator but ABS values still 
denote changes due to clouding (turbidity). EnSight enables 
detection of contaminated samples independent of phenol-red.

To control exclusion of contaminated plates, the parameters, 
ABS1 (620 nm) and ABS2 (560 nm), are used. As depicted in  
Figure 5, each well of a 384-well plate is represented in TIBCO 
Spotfire® by one dot. Wells with higher ABS1 values are shown 
in a darker red color while higher in ABS2 values are shown as 
larger dots. As a result, large and/or dark red dots indicate wells 
with potential contamination.

Kaleido Software interprets the data into a rating (0 or 1) that 
triggers a smart decision to separate plates with suspected 
contamination into a quarantine incubator (Figure 7). Figure 5 
shows four images generated by the EnSight reader and matching 
TIBCO Spotfire® analysis as well as rating.

Clustering

During long-term cultures, some iPSC-derived neuronal networks 
show clustering which may interfere with a number of phenotypic 
assays (Figure 6). Moreover, clustered cells can detach more easily in 
washing procedures and result in inconsistent cell counts per  
well. Plates with clustering cells should therefore be excluded from 

analysis, if possible, prior to application of expensive compounds. 
EnSight® read outs (suspicious objects, texture readouts, contrast 
and size) are used to determine clustering and other exclusion 
parameters, such as air bubbles or larger debris particles. As cells 
tend to cluster more over time, plates are checked on the EnSight 
reader every other day. The EnSight results are converted into a 
numerical value and plates with too many wells showing clustering 
cells are automatically separated through a smart software decision.

Figure 6 shows the TIBCO Spotfire® analysis of a 384-well plate 
for clustering (suspicious objects). For this pilot study, cells of 
different quality were seeded – an example of each is depicted 
at the top of the figure. The different readouts generated by  
the EnSight® stated above are finally used to be converted  
into a numerical value. The different levels of clustering can be 
detected by the numerical value and seen in a color code. The 
smart decision function (Figure 7) is then used to identify the 
plates as either passed or failed.

Analysis of EnSight data triggers a smart decision that leads to 
the plate being sent to the appropriate incubator. Process A 
depicts a plate with wells that have only homogenous, non-
clustering cell layers and no contamination. Media change on  
cells will be performed according to the project plan. Process B 
depicts a plate with a few wells of potential contamination and/or 
clustering. The experimenter can decide using a microscope-based 
analysis if this specific plate will be kept for screening or media will 
be changed, but the plates will nonetheless be transferred to a 
separate incubator. Process C depicts the rare event of a plate 
with either clearly contaminated wells or cells showing major 
clustering. No media will be changed on these plates and they  
will be placed in a separate incubator. 

Conclusion:
increased OD of ABS 1 and ABS 2 
indicates contamination (turbidity)
increased OD of ABS 2 alone also 
indicated contamination (color shift) 
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Figure 5. Analysis of contaminated wells by the EnSight® multimode reader and TIBCO Spotfire®.
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Figure 6. Clustering analysis of iPSC-derived neurons.
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Figure 7. Smart decisions.
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Normalization of Cell Density for Downstream Assays

Cell count per well is a very important parameter for every 
downstream assay and needs to be incorporated in nearly every 
readout. It is essential for assay robustness to normalize to the cell 
count per well. The degree of confluency gives some indication 
for the cell density, but for confluent cell layers or cells with 
changing morphology (e.g. caused by rounding up) the parameter 
alone is not sufficient. A better determination of the cell number 
can be derived by multiplying the result parameter “confluency 
(%)” and “foreground roughness”. 

Figure 8 shows a plate with increasing cell density from left to right 
with the same density in six columns each. The EnSight® reader 
detects increasing densities shown in TIBCO Spotfire® by a color 
code with darker red shades in more densely populated wells.

Discussion and Future Options

The XLII cell::explorer offers a unique opportunity to perform HTS 
screening in iPSC-derived cell types in an automated fashion. Our 
pilot study was performed with a total of approximately 500 plates, 
with 160 plates handled per week. The plates were incubated in 
the platform for two weeks. Each plate was measured two times 
per week for ongoing quality control on the EnSight. This includes 
reads after cell seeding and before compound addition. Based on 
this regular quality control of the samples, the EnSight enabled us 
to optimize handling processes and ensure reproducibility and 
robustness scoring to the highest statistical standards, which is 
essential to any HTS campaign and subsequent follow-up. In 
addition, each module of the platform is designed for further 
upscaling to at least double the throughput as well as support 
other designs of cultivation and measuring patterns. Evotec has 
successfully used the platform for various drug screening activities 
and will continue to collaborate with PerkinElmer to further 
improve QC readouts and scale the XLII cell::explorer system. 

Cell number variation
Readout Analysis:

[Confluency [%]] * [Foreground Roughness]

Figure 8. Evaluation of cell density using the EnSight  multimode reader.


